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Scribes

Meet This Month’s Contributors

Bendix Anderson’s (Borrower Briefings, p. 26) work has
appeared in Urban Land Magazine, Affordable Housing Finance
Magazine, National Real Estate Investor and many others. He
likes to imagine how abandoned, old houses and crumbling
landmarks might turn into something beautiful.
Marty Bell (In Reverse, p. 3) is the Editor of Reverse Mortgage
and Tax Credit Advisor magazines, the Senior Vice President,
Communications & Marketing at NRMLA and the Executive
Director of the National Aging in Place Council.
Peter Bell (Balanced Viewpoint, p. 5) has a 39-year background
as a housing policy analyst and advocate in Washington, DC.
Mr. Bell founded and serves as President & CEO of the
National Reverse Mortgage Lenders Association. In addition
to NRMLA, Bell also serves as the CEO of two other national
trade associations, National Aging in Place Council and the
National Housing & Rehabilitation Association.
Darryl Hicks (Talking Heads, p. 10) ) is the Vice President,
Communications for NRMLA, where he writes our Weekly
Report and administers our CRMP program. He roots for the
Steelers and the Phillies and reads mysteries as he rides the
Metro to work each morning.
Jessica Hoefer (Modesty and Mortgages, p. 24 and A Day in the
Life, p. 28) is the Communications Coordinator for Dworbell,
Inc. where she is also the Member Services Coordinator for
NAIPC and assists with the publication of Reverse Mortgage
Magazine and Tax Credit Advisor. She came to NRMLA from
the National Geographic Society. She is an avid reader, a
theatre junkie and loves to travel.
Mark Olshaker (HECMs at 30, p. 14 and Borrower Chronicles,
p. 31), our staff writer, is a best-selling author of fiction and
non-fiction and an accomplished researcher in the areas of
crime and medicine. Olshaker has written 15 books in all,
including the New York Times Number 1 bestseller Mindhunter
and most recently Law & Disorder, both with former FBI Agent
John Douglas. He has also produced many documentary films,
the latest being Who Killed the Lindbergh Baby? for NOVA
on PBS. Olshaker is a former reporter for the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch, who now resides in Washington and has built
a large following for his MindhuntersInc.com crime blog,
which argued Amanda Knox’s innocence from the get go.
His latest book is Deadliest Enemy: Our War Against Killer
Germs, with Dr. Michael Osterholm and recently published
by Little Brown. RM

In Reverse

HECMs at 30
“Everything I know I learned after I was 30.”
—Georges Clemenceau
IN HIS BRILLIANT BESTSELLER HILLBILLY ELEGY,

J.D. Vance ushers us into the world of Kentucky hill
people amongst whom he grew up, a community of bad
teeth, teenage marriage, philandering and opioids, where
residents feel alienated from the rest of society and seem
content to stay that way.
In his Pulitzer Prize winning Evicted, Matthew Desmond
takes us inside housing projects in Detroit, where seven or
more folks share just two bedrooms, residents sometimes
sell drugs or their bodies for next month’s rent, relocating by
necessity is routine and people are stuck in life patterns they
can’t break out of.
On this year’s national television broadcast of the Tony
Awards, the annual star-studded celebration of each Broadway season, host Kevin Spacey performed in an opening
song-and-dance number that referenced the four shows
nominated for best new musical of the year. This may have
been amusing to the insider audience of New Yorkers at
Radio City Music Hall, but to people at home all around
the country who had not seen the shows it was totally confusing. The broadcast had its lowest rating ever.
The majority party in the current United States Congress is barging ahead to toss out the healthcare policy to
which they gave the name of the previous President of the
United States, and which they have been complaining about
for eight years, ever since the Senate Majority Leader proclaimed he would block anything President Obama tried
to achieve during his term. Meanwhile, polls show close
to 70 percent of us prefer to maintain the benefits of the
Affordable Care Act.

So what do the hillbillies of Kentucky, the impoverished
in Detroit, the glitzy Broadway theater community and the
Republicans in Congress all have in common? They are all
living in cocoons. Their vision is through a very narrow
lens, limited to, and obstructed by, their immediate vicinity.
They are talking only to each other and in their own lingo.
And the results are not surprising: alienation, poverty, bad
ratings and potential election defeat.
It is now 30 years since Senator William Proxmire
sponsored the Housing & Community Development Act
of 1987 that created an FHA insurance program and a
demonstration project for a Home Equity Conversion Loan.
Though all of us who commit our time to this financial support product for aging adults admire it, I doubt many of us
are satisfied with the progress of the program over the past
three decades. Significant anniversaries are always a time for
reflection and so we thought the timing was appropriate to
look at how we got to where we are and where we might
go. We wanted to make sure that as an industry, we are not
stuck in a cocoon. We cannot just talk to each other. And so
we sent our staff reporter Mark Olshaker out to interview a
dozen industry leaders who either played a significant role
in the history of the HECM or are currently guiding the
largest organizations. (Finding Our Path, p. 14) What Mark
discovered is that we seem to be at a turning point where
many of us are no longer willing to do business as usual.
Tolerance of staying stuck in a cocoon has expired. Complacency is unacceptable. And the search is on for the right
new vision, for the best way to help the most people utilize
home equity to support and improve an aging experience
prolonged by longevity. This is the longest piece we’ve ever
run in this magazine. And one of the most important. Carve
out some time and read on.
Marty Bell, Editor
R E V E R S E M O RT G A G E / J U LY- A U G U S T 2 0 1 7
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Balanced
Viewpoint

Get Smart
By Peter Bell, President of NRMLA

AS WE ACKNOWLEDGE THE 30TH ANNIVERSARY OF

the HECM program and our industry veterans and leaders
look to the future, I feel responsible for pointing out indiscretions from the past that we cannot afford to repeat. Sometimes I fear the reverse mortgage industry, or at least some of
its participants, are our own worst enemy.
For years now, I have heard numerous industry participants gripe about the growing list of regulations surrounding
reverse mortgages and that all of these “unnecessary” steps
taken by FHA, CFPB and state regulators are making it difficult to get prospective borrowers to actually follow through,
apply for and obtain a HECM. The avalanche of regulations,
some people say, is killing our business.
However, if you look at the history of the program, the
regulatory provisions that have been added almost all stem
from behavior that occurred and was deemed to be inappropriate,
or even fraudulent in some cases, carried out by industry
participants. Over the 20 years that I’ve been involved with
the reverse mortgage industry, we’ve seen inappropriate
steering of prospective borrowers to particular counselors, a
practice that we occasionally hear continues to this day.
We’ve seen the offering of fixed-rate, full-draw loans only,
without informing prospective borrowers of the existence
of any other options. There have been inflated appraisals
utilized to churn borrowers into refinancing their existing
HECM, oftentimes with minimal additional benefit. Questionable refi activity continues to take place to this day; we
currently have several cases of inappropriate direct mail pieces
hawking HECM-to-HECM refis in a manner that violates
all rules under review by NRMLA’s Ethics Committee.
There was pairing of HECMs with high-cost single
premium deferred annuities. There was a wave of property
“flippers” who placed seniors in homes, had them obtain
HECMs, then sign all the loan proceeds over to the “flipper”
as payment for the property. There was removal of younger
spouses from the title to obtain larger loan amounts – and
higher compensation for the originator – sometimes with
misleading information about adding the spouse back on the title
after the loan closed. Then there was home improvement fraud.
In each of these wrongful activities, some industry members

either unknowingly failed to recognize
the problematic nature of particular
transactions, turned a blind eye to
increase their business volume or were
actually complicit in the illicit activity.
I realize that it is a minimal number of wayward industry participants
who perpetrate these problems and
Peter Bell
that most reverse mortgage professionals are dedicated and
trustworthy. Nevertheless, we all pay the price for the misdeeds
of the few.
Regulators and elected officials feel they must take action
when inappropriate activity occurs. The press magnifies
the bad behavior and, even though most media coverage of
reverse mortgages is neutral or positive today, the bad stories
continue to sting.
And then there are the blogs. Adverse headlines and articles appear in insignificant local media only to be repeated,
amplified and indexed for posterity on reverse mortgage
industry blogs. As a result, journalists looking at our topic
for the first time have their attention drawn to these negative
stories in the online archives, coloring their impression of
our industry from the get-go.
The blogs are also fraught with “commenters” who
respond frequently and feel a need to criticize just about
every initiative taken to build a better reverse mortgage
industry. This has a detrimental impact on morale and
projects an image of an industry that few consumers would
really want to deal with, given a choice. Continual harping
on the fact that growing overall HECM volume has appeared
to be elusive, that we are stuck in “secular stagnation” and
that industry leaders are overly optimistic are comments
that serve no real beneficial purpose.
All of this may sound like bad news from a grumpy
long-time industry observer. But I actually think it’s good
news: since it is we who are causing the issues, it is clearly
within our power to eliminate them.
Jerry Rubin famously said, “Don’t trust anyone over
30.” I beg to differ. After 30 years, isn’t it time we learned
to build trust? RM
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The Biz

EVERYTHING NEW YOU NEED TO KNOW

People are talking about…
What They Missed at NRMLA West
California Association of Realtors Senior
Economist Jordan Levine kicked off this
year’s Western Regional Meeting in Huntington Beach, California, May 16 and 17,
by describing the economy as being on a
strong footing. But he also tempered his
remarks by stating that he has never had
a more difficult time in his ten years as an economist forecasting
where the country was headed. “Everything we knew a week ago,
or a month ago, changes,” said Levine. Home affordability remains
a concern in California, where only 31 percent of residents can
afford to purchase a median-priced home. For the first time ever,
the length of time Americans stayed in their homes reached double
digits in 2016 and 71 percent of Baby Boomers in California
haven’t moved since 1999. “It’s a tough market for realtors,” noted
Levine, “but for (reverse mortgage professionals) this means more
and more equity accumulated and people incentivized to stay in
their homes—so growing your customer base.”
Following Levine’s presentation, a panel moderated by
NRMLA’s outside counsel Jim Milano examined the impact of
FHA’s HECM Final Rule. When the rule takes effect on September
19, 2017, non-borrowing spouses will no longer be required to
remove themselves from the title, said Leslie Flynne of Reverse
Mortgage Solutions. Loan originators can help existing eligible
non-borrowing spouses by contacting clients that they still have
phone numbers for and recommending that they put their names
back on the title immediately. It is permissible to do so, said
Flynne, and you will be doing them a favor. When the HECM
borrower passes away, non-borrowing spouses have only 90 days
to get back on the title, which is not enough time in most states.
If the 90-day deadline is missed, the servicer will have no option
but to call the loan due and payable.
New View Advisors: FA Looks Better and Better
Capital markets consultant New View Advisors continued
its analysis of the impact of Financial Assessment by publishing
an article that extolled FA for cutting tax and insurance defaults
by nearly three quarters and serious defaults by almost two-
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thirds. In their article, “Financial Assessment Looks Better and
Better,” authors Mike McCully and Joe Kelly stated, “these results are
even better than the encouraging data we shared this past February.”
New View Advisors analyzed just under 100,000 HECM reverse
mortgages, comparing loans originated in the immediate post-FA
period from July 2015 through March 2017 to loans originated in
the 21 month pre-FA period from July 2013 through March 2015.
The data shows a very strong reduction in T&I Defaults in the
post-FA period. After 21 months, the pre-FA data set shows a T&I
default rate of 1.9 percent, and an overall serious default rate of 2.5
percent. By contrast, the post-FA data set shows a T&I default rate of
only 0.5 percent and an overall serious default rate of 0.9 percent.

NRMLA’s New Online Resources for
Reporting Financial Fraud
To help commemorate World Elder Abuse Awareness Day
on June 15, NRMLA and the National Aging in Place Council
launched new consumer webpages to help older adults, and their
loved ones, recognize the signs of abuse and report instances of
financial fraud and exploitation to the appropriate authorities.
Through their combined audience of more than 36,000 monthly
website visitors, the organizations hope to provide more seniors
with tools to protect themselves from scams and abuse.
“Elder financial abuse is a growing epidemic in the United
States, and we have a special responsibility in our industry to help
stop its spread,” said NRMLA President and CEO Peter Bell. “By
making these resources readily available on our consumer education
website reversemortgage.org, we are joining the global effort to
prevent the abuse, neglect and exploitation of older adults.” (See
Spotting Elder Abuse, p. 22)
$400 Trillion Shortfall
Bloomberg’s Katherine Chiglinsky reported that longer life
spans and disappointing investment returns will lead to a $400
trillion retirement-savings shortfall in about three decades, a figure
more than five times the size of the global economy, according to a
World Economic Forum report.
A shortfall could be reached by 2050, the World Economic
Forum said. The $400 trillion figure is derived from the amount
of money governments, employers and individuals would need to
provide each person with a retirement income equal to 70 percent
of his or her annual earnings before leaving the workforce.
Employers have been shifting away from pensions and offering
defined-contribution plans, a category that includes 401(k)s and
individual retirement accounts, and makes up more than 50 percent
of global retirement assets. That heaps more risk onto individuals,
who often face a lack of access to the right options, as well as the
resources to understand them, Chiglinsky writes in her article
“World’s Major Economies to Come Up $400 Trillion Short on
Retirement Savings.” Stock and bond returns that have trailed historic
averages in the past decade have also contributed to the gap.
LET US KNOW WHAT YOU’RE TALKING ABOUT.
This new forum is the place for readers to share their
opinions with fellow colleagues about the direction of
the reverse mortgage business and other retirement
trends. Submissions should be limited to 100 words or
less and submitted to Associate Editor Darryl Hicks,
at dhicks@dworbell.com.

The Press is talking about…
Want financial security? Home equity and
retirement accounts are key
(https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/personalfinance/
columnist/2017/05/31/want-financial-security-home-equityand-retirement-accounts-key/102042384/?&tc=eml)
USA Today, Robert Powell, May 31, 2017
USA Today retirement contributor Robert Powell writes
that home equity and retirement accounts, such as 401(k)type plans and IRAs, are key to most families’ financial assets
and — by extension — retirement security. In his article,
“Want financial security? Home equity and retirement accounts
are key,” Powell interviewed Randy Bruns, a private wealth
adviser with HighPoint Planning Partners, who said a reverse
mortgage is an important tool in the retirement-income
toolbox. “Reverse mortgages have become a critical component of retirement planning,” commented Bruns. “A reverse
mortgage line of credit can greatly reduce sequence of return
risk by providing timely access to cash so you won’t have to
sell investments until after markets have recovered.

Reverse Mortgages: A Personal Look
(http://www.chicagotribune.com/business/sns201705261733--tms--savagectnts-a20170526-20170526column.html)
Chicago Tribune, Terry Savage, May 26, 2017
Nationally renowned personal finance columnist and
author Terry Savage recounted for her readers and WGN
radio listeners how getting a reverse mortgage for her father
helped him remain financially independent for nearly 15
years, until his recent passing at age 95.
“I have long been a fan of reverse mortgages – if they are
done in the right circumstances and for the right reasons,”
Savage wrote in a recent column titled, Reverse Mortgages:
A Personal Look. “The family had agreed at the start that
we wanted Dad to live there in dignity as long as possible,
and we wouldn’t worry about losing the property in the end
if he outlived his equity. This is the way a reverse mortgage
should work.”

Reverse Mortgages Being Used to
Purchase Homes
(http://video.foxbusiness.com/v/5425984216001/?playlist_
id=5384422954001#sp=show-clips)
Fox Business News, “The Property Man” Bob Massi
May 8, 2017
Bob “The Property Man” Massi devoted a portion of his
show on Fox Business to the HECM for Purchase program.
Working with long-time NRMLA member and recent Ethics
Committee appointee Josh Shein of Home Point Financial
Corporation, Massi interviewed two happy couples who
downsized using H4P, while Shein explained how it works.

One of the couples interviewed by Massi, Karl and
Starla Kramer, reside in Chandler, AZ. The Kramers traded
in their 3,200-square-foot home for an 1,841-square-foot
property after Karl retired. Massi explained how the Kramers
sold their original home for $500,000, put $143,000 in
cash down on the second house, and then used a HECM
to cover the rest. “A single transaction with no payments,”
explained Massi.

Why a reverse mortgage might be a good idea
for some older homeowners
http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-montalk-20170611story.html
NerdWallet, Liz Weston, June 11, 2017
Rather than keep a mortgage for tax deduction purposes,
Liz Weston, a certified financial planner and personal finance
columnist for NerdWallet, advised one 67-year-old reader to
pay off her $90,000 debt and establish a reverse mortgage
line of credit. “An FHA-insured reverse mortgage line of
credit can’t be shut down once it’s established, as long as you
abide by the loan rules (such as paying your property taxes
and insurance, and keeping the home in good condition). In
fact, the amount you can borrow can increase over time with
a reverse mortgage credit line,” wrote Westin in her column.
Welcome to the new retirement — now you
have to figure out how to pay for it
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/your-retirement-wontbe-like-your-parents-and-now-you-have-to-figure-out-howto-pay-for-it-2017-05-03
MarketWatch, Kenn Tacchino, May 4, 2017
The traditional three-legged stool that older generations
used to finance a secure retirement — Social Security, employersponsored plans and personal savings – must include new
strategies, such as reverse mortgages, according to MarketWatch columnist Kenn Tacchino. “Taking a reverse mortgage
can give you monthly income, a lump-sum payment, or a
line of credit that can be used for extraordinary expenses,”
wrote Tacchino. He informed his readers that “your retirement will not be the same as your father’s. Unlike in the past
century, your retirement will be funded from sources beyond
the traditional three-legged stool. Planning based around a
stool can only get you so high. Planning based on a ladder is
the only way to reach the heights you need and expect.”
The Biz continued on page 8
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The Biz continued from page 7

In Washington
they’re talking about…
Reducing Regulatory Burdens
NRMLA submitted 16 pages of recommendations to
the Department of Housing and Urban Development that
will help reduce costs and regulatory burdens for reverse
mortgage companies.
HUD published a notice in the Federal Register on May
15 informing the general public that it was reviewing existing
regulations to assess their compliance costs and regulatory
burdens. This was in accordance with Executive Orders
13771, “Reducing Regulation and Controlling Regulatory
Costs,” and 13777, “Enforcing the Regulatory Reform
Agenda, Improving Regulation and Regulatory Review.”
HUD also stated in the notice that, as required by Executive
Order 13777, it was establishing a Regulatory Task Force
charged with identifying agency regulations that should be
repealed, replaced or modified.
Among the recommendations, NRMLA proposed that
eligible non-borrowing spouses be given 180 days to obtain
marketable title when seeking a deferral period after their
spouse passes away, because the current 90-day timeframe
“is much too short.” NRMLA pointed out that HECM loan
documents do not mention the 90-day qualifying period.
This lack of consistency is not only burdensome for lenders,
“but puts FHA at further risk of litigation and loss,” according to NRMLA.
NRMLA also proposed revisions to debenture interest
curtailment regulations that are overly burdensome and
create risks and barriers to entry into the reverse mortgage
market for new participants. Current policies disallow
Mortgagees that miss certain servicing deadlines from
earning debenture interest until a claim is paid, an extraneous
penalty for what may be a brief delay. The comment letter
can be downloaded from NRMLAOnline.org.
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Administration’s Budget Praises HECM and
Proposes End to Cap
Recognizing the significant improvements that have
been made to the HECM program that reduce risk to the
MMI Fund and ensure responsible lending to aging homeowners, President Trump published a proposed Fiscal Year
2018 budget that would permanently remove the cap on the
aggregate number of reverse mortgages that FHA can insure.
The budget also expressed support for HECM and the
role it plays improving seniors’ lives, noting that “the HECM
program fills a special niche in the national mortgage market
and offers critical opportunities for the nation’s seniors to
utilize their own assets and resources to preserve their quality
of life.”
NRMLA President and CEO Peter Bell issued the
following statement: “The President’s FY 2018 budget and
HUD’s accompanying press release reaffirm a national
commitment to FHA’s HECM program, which has benefitted
more than one million senior households since it was
implemented nearly 30 years ago. While we are still analyzing
the budget projections and underlying calculations that
went into these numbers, we’re pleased that HUD used
this opportunity to underscore significant programmatic
improvements that reduce risk to the MMI fund and ensure
responsible lending to seniors.”
Proposed Budgetary Impacts on Seniors
NRMLA compiled a partial list of news articles that
summarize the impact of President Trump’s proposed Fiscal
Year 2018 budget on elderly Americans, including prospective and current HECM borrowers.
•

“Trump’s Budget For Seniors: Bad, But It Could Have Been
Worse” by Forbes.com contributor Howard Gleckman.
The best that can be said about President Trump’s 2018
budget and older adults: It could have been worse.
Congress is not going to pass this budget. But it does
make it easier for lawmakers to make big cuts in federal
spending. Think of it as a frame for the coming spending
debate: At one end is holding spending at current levels.
At the other are Trump’s major cuts. Congress is likely to
end up somewhere in the middle.

•

“How Trump Budget Would Hurt Older Americans”
by Kathleen Romig, Senior Policy Analyst at the Center
on Budget and Policy Priorities
The proposed budget eliminates several programs that
provide social and community services for older people.
One is the Social Services Block Grant, which helps
states meet the specialized needs of their most vulnerable
populations, such as helping seniors stay in their homes
and preventing elder abuse. Yet another is Medicare’s State
Health Insurance Assistance Program, which helps older
adults with their Medicare benefits and doctor bills.

•

“Older jobless Americans: Trump’s budget means
‘hardship’” by Laurie Kellman, Associated Press
Nathan Singletary got his job through the half-century-old Senior Community Service Employment Program,
a training and placement program underwritten by
taxpayers aimed at putting older Americans back into
the workforce. President Donald Trump says there are too
few participants who find work that’s not paid for by the
federal government. This week, he proposed deleting the
$434 million program from the federal budget — a strike
at a piece of President Lyndon Johnson’s “war on poverty.”

LRS Goes Live
The Federal Housing Administration’s new Loan Review
System (LRS) went live on Monday, May 15. Lenders must
use LRS for all new post-endorsement loan reviews and
other quality control functions for Single Family Title II
mortgages, including Home Equity Conversion Mortgages.

Avoiding Common Challenges When Using
the EAD Portal
The Federal Housing Administration issued FHA Info
#17-27 this week as a reminder to mortgagees and appraisers
that they must have and maintain a valid user ID for FHA
Connection (FHAC) to access the Electronic Appraisal
Delivery portal. Individuals who have not signed on to
FHAC for 90 days lose their user ID and must be reinstated
by their company’s FHAC Application Coordinator.
The EAD portal is a web-based technology system used
by FHA-approved mortgagees to submit appraisal reports to
FHA. All appraisals for new originations must be submitted
to FHA through the portal.
FHA Info #17-27 includes a chart showing the top
five EAD portal hard stop error messages that users receive,
along with potential causes and resolutions to clear the
errors. Access the chart and view additional information at
NRMLAonline.org.

And now you’re up to date.
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Talking
Heads

Patty Wills, CRMP
Open Mortgage

Still Thinking Like a Small Business Owner
PATTY WILLS, CRMP, AND HER HUSBAND RICHARD

were perusing their breakfast menus one September morning when she noticed a newspaper in their booth folded to
the “Help Wanted” section. She picked up the paper and
noticed an advertisement from Unity Mortgage, an Atlantabased lender seeking candidates in Maryland to open a
reverse mortgage branch.
Wills had a background originating and managing
a branch office in “forward” mortgages before going on
maternity leave. When her father passed away and her
mother was contemplating future retirement options she
become somewhat aware of reverse mortgages, as well
as the need for them. So the advertisement piqued her
curiosity on a number of levels. On a whim, she applied
for the job and was soon in the reverse mortgage business.
That was 25 years ago.
Wills spent nearly a decade at Unity Mortgage and
Financial Freedom working as a regional manager and
another five years at Seattle Mortgage Company, before
opening Retirement Life Funding with Richard, who had
a private law practice. The company thrived for more than
eight years until Wills closed the business in January 2016
and moved to Open Mortgage Corporation. We sat down
with Wills to talk about her successful career as a female
business owner, her role on NRMLA’s Board of Directors,
and where she sees the reverse mortgage business headed.
Reverse Mortgage: What attracted you to the reverse
mortgage business? And what has kept you engaged all
these years?

10
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By Darryl Hicks

Patty Wills: Like many
of us in the business, it
was a personal story that
attracted me. After my
father died, my mother
was still working and
living in the home we all
grew up in. But she knew
she couldn’t stay there for
long once she retired. A
few years later, she sold
Patty Wills
the home and rented and
used the proceeds from the sale of the home to supplement
her rent. But she always missed the home. She missed the
neighbors. She missed the neighborhood. She missed having
family get-togethers. For me, right from the beginning, I
knew this was a program that could change people’s lives.
RM: What do you miss most about running a small reverse
mortgage business?
PW: I miss the flexibility. You can chart your own course
by keeping your overhead low and delivering personalized
service. When everything is working, it’s a great feeling. You
have happy customers, happy employees and everybody is
working hard. It was a family-owned business, because I had
my husband Richard working alongside me. But with that
comes the long hours, the responsibility, the risk and the stress.
I was also active with IROC, which stands for Independent
Reverse Origination Companies, and was established as a

Talking
Heads
forum for small business owners. Having weekly calls with
other like-minded professionals was incredible.
RM: What advice would you give to someone who’s just
starting their own business?
PW: After you have a trusted sales team in place, an attorney and an accountant, enough money to start producing
and reserves to weather through the droughts, I recommend you find or establish a discussion group. When I was
involved with IROC, we shared information and ideas on
a range of issues with each other. These were people from
all over the country who I respected. Try meeting on a
weekly basis, but I would limit the number of participants
to no more than six people, because anything bigger and
it starts becoming unwieldy with people talking over one
another. I mentioned IROC, but it doesn’t need to be tied
to that group. If you don’t know anyone in the business, go
to a NRMLA conference and make some friends.
RM: What advantages do you have today working for
Open Mortgage that you didn’t have as an owner?

PW: It’s all about support. It’s nice to have somebody else
worrying about the audits, or complying with regulatory
changes, or developing marketing materials, which are all
hard to do on your own. I now have the freedom to work
on projects that I never had time for as an owner.
RM: You have served on NRMLA’s Board of Directors
since 2016. How do you incorporate your views as a
small business owner into these discussions?
PW: When I agreed to serve on the Board of Directors
it was predicated on the desire to have an impact. A lot
of small business owners think that way, in other words
they want to achieve something rather than waste time discussing issues and getting nowhere. I do believe that small
business owners are well-represented on the Board, but I
think it would be good to have more of their voices heard
during our discussions. The additional value that owners
bring is that they know a little bit about everything that
goes into originating reverse mortgages. They have a sense
of everything that needs to get done, along with the steps
Talking Heads continued on page 12

JOIN A WINNING TEAM!
HomeBridge is one of the country’s largest privately held, non-bank lenders, having grown to include nearly 3,000
associates throughout its corporate oﬃces, 250 retail branches and two wholesale divisions, HomeBridge Wholesale
and REMN Wholesale.
On February 2, 2017, HomeBridge purchased the operating assets of Prospect Mortgage. In connection with the
asset purchase, approximately 500 mortgage loan originators from Prospect, responsible for $8.4 billion in loan
production in 2016, became HomeBridge mortgage loan originators.
HomeBridge’s dedicated reverse mortgage division oﬀers the following to Reverse Mortgage Loan Originators like you;
- A built-in referral network with our forward Mortgage Loan Originators (true leads, not just inquiries),
- Marketing materials and initiatives to support your business building

Dino Guadagnino

National Reverse Mortgage Program Manager
Cell: 973-727-2412

Ken Sawan

Central Divisional Reverse Manager
NMLS #1098567
Phone: 330-515-0413

Barbara Sica

East Divisional Reverse Manager
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Phone: 732-569-4830

- Ongoing training opportunities
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- Multiple investor programs to choose from including purchase prequalication and scenario desk support
- Unparalleled operations and processing support, so you have time to do what you do best...SELL!

Call today to learn more about becoming our Partner for the Path Ahead.

Scott Keller

West Divisional Reverse Manager
NMLS #260368
Phone: 303-503-3748

This is a business-to-business communication provided for use by mortgage professionals only and is not intended for distribution to consumers or other third parties. It is not an advertisement;
Bridge Financial Services, Inc. is located at 194 Wood Avenue South, Ninth Floor, Iselin, NJ 08830. Corporate NMLS #6521.
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to get there. When we discuss new changes, I can share
ideas about how they might affect the origination process
from a holistic standpoint, and how they might impact
areas that only a small business owner would know about.
RM: You participate on the Customer Experience Working
Group that was formed last year to improve the process
of getting a reverse mortgage. What news can you provide
on this effort?
PW: Improving the reverse mortgage customer experience
is something that the association is addressing through its
various committees, not just our working group. Before
NRMLA published its three consumer guides last year –
the borrower self-evaluation, the role of the servicer after
loan closing, and the process for paying off a reverse
mortgage – each was carefully vetted by the Servicing Committee, HUD Issues Committee, Board of Directors, Executive Committee and the Customer Experience Working
Group. When FHA’s proposed rule came out last year, the
impact it might have on consumers was carefully considered as much as its impact on lenders when our committees
reviewed it and assisted the association with crafting a
response. That said, the next steps for the Customer
Experience Working Group are still being considered.
My personal hope is that we’ll get back to reviewing the
language that the industry uses. We are still working on
the application process and paperwork and finding ways
to make them more simple and clear. Many of the changes
to the application documents that we’d like to see must be
implemented by HUD. You must understand that HUD
has limited staff resources, so Karin Hill and her staff need
to be selective with the issues that they focus on. In the
meantime, lenders have started looking at ways to reduce
their application packages. So the conversation is moving,
but there’s only so much we can do without HUD.
RM: During a recent board meeting, you said something
that caught my attention, when you explained that the
HECM is nothing more than a traditional Home Equity
Line of Credit without a payment. Have we made this
product more complicated than it needs to be?
PW: I gave that comment when we were comparing the
market penetration rates for Home Equity Lines of Credit,
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or HELOCs, versus HECMs. In my opinion, a HECM
is a much better product for people over the age of 62,
but many more HELOCs are taken out by Baby Boomers,
even though HECMs have all the advantages of a HELOC
without the risk. But most people consider the HECM to
be the riskier choice. There are some additional upfront
costs, but the security it provides far outweighs the costs.
I don’t understand why we can’t get that message out. A
HECM is more complicated compared to a HELOC because
of the language we use to explain it. That’s why we need to
go back and rethink that part of the process.
RM: How did you overcome that obstacle when meeting
with clients?
PW: When meeting with clients for the first time, I wanted
to learn about them, their situations, and what they hoped
to achieve by getting a reverse mortgage. Then I talked
about the HECM and how it might be a fit for them.
Eventually, I had to disclose to clients what the HECM
can do and how much it might cost, but I don’t start out
by teaching them what it is and how it works. I don’t use
HUD’s terminology. Instead of using “principal limit” I
use “credit limit.” I explained this is what you can borrow
during the first year. I don’t talk about max claim amount,
but rather the HUD value limit. I use words people
know, rather than creating something different.
RM: Where do you see the industry at the end of this
year? In five years?
PW: In the near term, we’ll see incremental growth in
HECM endorsements as long as home values continue to
rise and the press coverage stays positive. In five years, I
think we’ll have a new industry. HECM will still be a major
component of the business, but I would expect to see
more private sector options. More forward and traditional
lenders will be using reverse mortgages in their mix. And
NRMLA will play an essential role providing education
and ethics guidance to this market to help all of that work.
Many of us in the industry believe reverse mortgages to
be a vital component of any retirement plan. My hope is
that in five years, it will be a standard option that has been
incorporated into financial planning software. RM
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HECMs at 30: Finding Our Path
How did we get here? And where are we heading?
THE NUMBERS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES: AROUND

110,000 reverse mortgages issued each year from 2007 to
2009. Around 50,000 annually between 2013 and 2016.
There are many possible reasons for the steep decline, but
is this a trend the industry is going to have to learn to
live with, or are rays of light emerging from the end of a
distressingly long tunnel? What was going well before?
What caused the downturn? And what are the prospects
for the medium and long-range future?
To get at the answers, Reverse Mortgage turned to some
of the leading experts in the business. A range of explanations, solutions and visions for going forward emerged.
The bottom line: Despite all the challenges, there are causes
for optimism.

How Did We Get To Here?
“There’s never just one reason
why something major happens,”
declares Jason McNamara, CEO of
Celink, the nation’s largest independent reverse mortgage subservicer.
“Going back to 2007, we were experiencing great home price appreciation, which is one of the major drivers of whether a person decides to
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By Mark Olshaker

take out a reverse mortgage. The principal limit factor was
higher so the product basically gave out more cash. Frankly,
it was a great deal. And when you combine that with the
fact that Wells Fargo, Bank of America and MetLife were
offering reverse mortgages, credibility was high and accessibility was high; you could just walk into a bank or call an
agent. These were all great tailwinds for the product.
“Then we went from tailwinds to headwinds. The economic crash led to falling home values, and in our business,
home value is more important than interest rates in generating volume. Because of all their various problems, compounded with Dodd-Frank, the big banks and insurance
companies got out of the HECM market. In fact, many of
them got out of the mortgage business completely. DoddFrank bestowed an onerous regulatory environment on us.
And then the 2013 Reverse Mortgage Stabilization Act
empowered HUD to make program changes as it saw fit.
Financial Assessment was obviously one of those key events.
Between 2014 and 2016, over a dozen mortgagee letters
were issued. Those changes did help stabilize the product
from FHA’s standpoint, but it was bittersweet from a borrower’s perspective. When you take away risk, options go
away and costs go up. That’s the tradeoff.”
Industry veteran Joseph “Joe” DeMarkey, now strategic
business development leader at Reverse Mortgage Fund-

ing, LLC., and co-chairman of the
NRMLA Board of Directors, says,
“The macroeconomic environment
we were in was one of the worst
for the housing market. Our product strongly depends on home value to determine the loan amount.
Debt-to-equity ratios in 2007 that
Joe DeMarkey
would have easily qualified were
transformed by 2010. It created the perfect storm for the
industry.”
The departure of Wells Fargo, Bank of America and
MetLife come up in virtually every discussion of recent
market history. There is a common perception that there
wasn’t a sufficient volume of business commensurate with
reputational risk. But DeMarkey, who was part of the team
that ran MetLife’s business, sees a specific set of reasons for
each withdrawal.
“When those big three pulled out, clearly there was a
halo effect,” he says. “They were all public companies and
they brought an added level of credibility to the marketplace. But the reasons they pulled out varied.”
John K. Lunde, president of
Reverse Mortgage Insight, Inc., the
industry’s premier data collector and
analyzer, says, “Wells Fargo cited
that they were not allowed to deny a
reverse mortgage to people who were
unsuitable. They were not allowed to
do the kind of underwriting they
John Lunde
thought appropriate.”
“Rules will not allow connection between the financial
side and loan side of a business,” adds James “Jim” Mahoney.
Mahoney is executive chairman of Celink, former CEO of
Financial Freedom and one of NRMLA’s founders.
“With Bank of America, it was a strategic redeploying
of assets: competing demands and priorities in other key
assets of their business. And MetLife was getting rid of
its bank charter,” DeMarkey continues. “So there was no
reason for them to stay in the market.”
“The industry definitely took a hit when those three
left the market,” says Lunde. “As far as distribution, you
were no longer able to walk into a corner branch. But it’s
tough to know how much the industry lost because it happened at the same time that housing prices declined.”

On a more granular level, certain HUD adjustments
had sometimes unintended consequences. One individual
with long experience in the industry sees it this way: “If
you look from 1990 to 2007-2009-ish, you have a program that is a true public-private partnership. You had
stability in the ARM-based product. With Fannie Mae as
the only investor, this established a reputation for exactly
what the HECM was created to do. Guarantees sat within
the government’s General Insurance Fund rather than the
MMI (Mutual Mortgage Insurance) Fund. Housing prices
rose while interest rates remained manageable.
“Then a bunch of different forces came into play. In
late 2008, HECM was moved to the MMI Fund, which
was not a smart move. In fact, it backfired. One of the
biggest unintended consequences arose from FHA allowing for closed-end fixed-rate HECMs instead of ARMs.
Fannie Mae exited the program and Ginnie Mae became
the means of capital. There was no underwriting and you
could take a full draw right away. You add that to the housing crisis and collateral assets dropping in value. The tax
and insurance default numbers became public. There was
not a lot HUD could do other than eat the loss on these
non-recourse, negative amortization
loans. That all put a lot of pressure
on FHA’s P&L statement and it had
to institute various responses to deal
with what they had on their books.”
“When the fixed-rate product came
out around 2007, it became 75 percent of the product mix because of
Jim Mahoney
greater profits,” says Mahoney. “There
was some greedy behavior that we’re paying for now.
There were more defaults and no fallback for taxes and
insurance.”
Though foreclosure or deed in lieu of foreclosure was
often a satisfactory and acceptable conclusion of a HECM
for borrowers not concerned with
leaving property to heirs, the public
relations specter of “foreclosing on
Grandma” became a nightmare.
“This was often a natural evolution,” explains John Nixon, who
ran Bank of America’s program. “But
the idea of foreclosing on elderly
John Nixon

Finding Our Path continued on page 16
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ment and cause for celebration, so taking on new debt at
this stage of one’s life seems like a step backwards.
New rules and regulations, such as Financial Assessment and limits on first-year take-out have largely erased
the needs stigma, though taking on new debt remains
a difficult perceptual nut to crack. And the tradeoff
McNamara mentioned is a significant market factor.
“Financial Assessment, while more sustainable in the
long run, was harmful in the short run, in that it forced
The Very Nature of the Product
the industry to talk to a less motivated buyer,” states
“This is not an easy product to
Lunde. “It becomes more of a conceptual sell rather than
understand,” states Cheryl MacNally
a tangible, tactical tool for a specific purpose.” Trying to
of New York’s Madison Paige Capital,
sell a debt product whose benefit is long-term rather than
a NRMLA board member who presolving an immediate problem often leads to the question,
viously ran the Wells Fargo reverse
“Why should I take out a loan now if I don’t need one?”
program. “So even with a big name
“Thinking about the way the HECM has been sold
attached, it’s not a slam dunk. We
and will be sold now that it is not a product of last resort:
had a great training program and
Cheryl MacNally
It will change perception,” says Lunde. “But it will take a
sales staff at Wells Fargo and a lot of
long time.”
dollars being spent to explain the product and market it.
“By the very nature of the product, you’re lending to
But I always had the concern that if one of my financial
a protected class with an average age of 71 to 72,” states
advisors referred a senior citizen, what was the intent? It
Nixon. “There is criticism that borrowers don’t understand
depends on how you interpreted HUD’s language. Our
it and that even if they did, their memories eventually
lawyers said we couldn’t refer within our own company.
fade. These factors contributed to the big institutional
“I was heartbroken when they shut down the program,”
exit. The second thing you have to consider is that the
she confesses. “If FHA had made the changes the big instivalue proposition to seniors has changed. With the printutions wanted and made it more consumer-centric in terms
cipal limit factor reduction, mortgage premiums going up
of safeguards, I think things would have been different.”
and Financial Assessment, maybe that eliminates 15 perMacNally voices a common double critique: first, that
cent of the potential market from applying and another
a HECM is complicated to understand; and second, that
ten percent are eliminated during the process. Now, this
HUD rules made it difficult for financial institutions to
is the right way to go and it’s where HUD
wants you to go, but that increases the unit
The point is, this is a long-term transaction with the expense to the originator.”
While Mahoney is bothered by the
benefits and features that entails. Whenever you take
a long-term transaction and make it short-term, it complexity of the HECM process and
documents – “A HECM can be so dauntgets expensive.
ing, it can now take six months to get one
and the documents can run more than 200
pages – he believes that certain other critiques are unfair.
cross-sell. “And this did the industry a disservice,” she elab“Lawyers tell me it’s too expensive (a source of cash). I say,
orates, “because if you look at the mechanics, it’s a great
‘What’s your alternative: 18 percent credit card debt?’ The
product for retirement planning.”
point is, this is a long-term transaction with the benefits
The first issue, she believes, is the negative amortization
and features that entails. Whenever you take a long-term
stigma. Until relatively recently, the HECM was mainly
transaction and make it short-term, it gets expensive. If
considered a needs-based loan, so there was a certain
you want a short-term loan, then get a HELOC (home
amount of hesitation in admitting the need. And for many
equity line of credit).”
seniors, paying off a forward mortgage is a sign of achievepeople got a lot of press and led to a lot of pushback.”
“’Reverse mortgage: That’s where the bank takes our
home,’” is how Mahoney characterizes a typical consumer
reaction. “That’s the challenge we face.” He cites Financial
Assessment and AARP’s litigation on behalf of non-borrowing spouses as additional contributors to the decline in
HECM volume.
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“HELOCs have gotten a free pass from regulators
and the media and reverse mortgages, just the opposite,”
McNamara says.

Single Product Dependency
“You never want the government to control 100 percent
of the market,” MacNally comments. But that essentially
describes today’s reverse mortgage space.
“The reverse mortgage industry
as it currently exists is dependent on
a single product, so we’re not really
an industry at all,” states Michael
Hild, chairman and CEO of Live
Well Financial in Richmond, VA.
“Add into the mix our current political environment and that makes
Michael Hild
planning and growing very difficult.
“One school of thought is that government should be
involved in housing, healthcare, education, etc. Another
holds that there should be little-to-no government involvement. But we find ourselves as an industry dependent on

FHA and Ginnie Mae. It’s very challenging when the folks
in control can’t agree among themselves.”
Hild strongly supports the government component but
sees an industry dominated by a single government-run
product as a problem. “HUD resources are limited,” he
explains. “The investor base is only willing to get involved
by the government double guarantee that FHA and Ginnie
Mae provide. Without that, it is difficult to attract largescale liquidity. That leads to a very turbulent market.”

Where Do We Go From Here?

Reza Jahangiri

“First and foremost, we have to
recognize that utilizing home equity
for retirement planning is still in the
early stages, especially for something
as elegant as the HECM,” states
Reza Jahangiri, founder and CEO
of American Advisors Group, which
generally finds itself as the top origFinding Our Path continued on page 18
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Going forward, we feel there will be greater and greater
penetration.”
“As our population continues to age and investments
don’t keep up with longevity, a reverse mortgage should be
a retirement tool used to delay taking Social Security,” says
Cheryl MacNally.
The challenge is: how to convince
enough consumers and financial profesBut the word one hears over and over is education
sionals to be able to increase volume back
about what reverse mortgages can do. There are
to and beyond what it was before the 2008
several approaches to achieving that goal.
meltdown.
Many industry experts and followers
believe the aging Baby Boomer demographic will inevitably
on a long-term basis, with the rising tide of awareness of
increase the market. But the word one hears over and over
reverse mortgage benefits, we think that in many cases,
is education about what reverse mortgages can do. There
the HECM is the right product, particularly because of
are several approaches to achieving that goal.
the elegance of the option to pay or not pay. There is a
Since the advent of Financial Assessment, there is
mind shift going on and the overarching theme is that
near universal agreement that they should be marketed as
seniors are coming to understand the use of home equity.
part of an overall retirement strategy, rather than as a
For many, a HECM line of credit will make the most sense.
inator of reverse mortgages. Jahangiri is also co-chairman
of the NRMLA Board. “There is over $6 trillion in home
equity that seniors are sitting on. And for 84 percent of
homeowners, that equity represents more than 50 percent
of their asset base. So, we know there is a big need. All
home equity extraction products will be on the rise, and
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tactical tool to achieve instant cash for an immediate
history and we need to use it in a
need. And tremendous emphasis has been placed on edubetter way.”
cating the financial planning community of the benefits to
On June 15, NRMLA submittheir clients.
ted 16 pages of recommendations to
Before Generation Mortgage stopped HECM generHUD to help reduce costs and regation in 2014, it developed a computer program called
ulatory burdens for reverse mortgage
Nu62 that demonstrated to advisors and consumers how
companies and their clients.
to use a reverse mortgage as a flexible financial resource.
Browning would also like to see
Mark Browning
Nu62 graphically plotted the correlation of home equity to
more creativity in distribution, such
financial requirements, to home equity credit line growth
as having insurance companies originate reverse mortgages.
over any period of time and allowed potential borrowers to
“We haven’t explored innovative ways to tap home equity,
see the impact of their equity on their investment portfolike selling a share of future appreciation for a lump sum
lios and overall financial plan. In praising the innovation,
today that still allows the owner to remain in the home.”
Cheryl MacNally comments, “It was not so successful as
There is general consensus that if the reverse mortgage
they had hoped, probably because it was ahead of its time.”
market volume increases and the perception of the product
There are strong indications that the time may be ripe for
improves, large institutions, community banks and credit
such an educational tool.
unions will want to be in the market; a chicken-and-egg
One factor limiting the growth of financial planner
situation. “If it looks like a great growth opportunity, I
recommendations is that they aren’t, and cannot be directly,
think they’ll definitely jump back in,” says Lunde.
compensated for steering a client toward a reverse mort“Having big names back would help,” Mahoney agrees.
gage. “They’re motivated by commissions
and fees,” says Mahoney. “Even though There is general consensus that if the reverse mortgage
you’re helping them manage and preserve
market volume increases and the perception of the product
assets they get paid for, they say, ‘What’s
in it for me?’ And when you tell them, improves, large institutions, community banks and credit
‘Legally, we can’t pay you,’ they say, ‘Well unions will want to be in the market
then, I’m not interested.’ This is a behavioral and cultural thing we have to get over and education
“Candidly, some of that is going to depend on regulatory
is the only way.”
issues.”
NRMLA has expended considerable effort toward educaJoe DeMarkey sees a significant role for financial instition, in its conferences and through the annual Reverse Mortgage
tutions in the industry. “Most consumers regard them as
Education Week, as well as other outreach initiatives.
financial stores, and when you could walk into a branch,
Another limiting factor is how cumbersome the HECM
you could at least start a face-to-face conversation with
process can be. “This is a laborious process for consumers,”
someone. We believe at RMF that depository institutions
says Mark Browning. “It’s very unappealing compared to
lend a sense of legitimacy and are wonderful distributors of
a HELOC, where you can go to the bank branch on the
reverse mortgages that will help the industry grow. I think
corner and be set up within 48 hours. We need to focus on
the 2013 Reverse Mortgage Stabilization Act allowed FHA
reducing the complexity – not of the product, but of the
to implement structural changes that reduce risk, and that
process.” Just as the Transportation Safety Administration
has really changed the conversation with depository instihas made security checks easier for trusted travelers through
tutions to bring them into the space.”
programs, like PreCheck and Global Entry, Browning
believes the HECM process can be streamlined for
Selling a Loan You Don’t Need?
highly qualified borrowers, “rather than the one-size-fits-all
“We’re very bad planners as a society. We’re unwilling
that we now have. Contrast HECM with a forward mortto think about difficulties that might arise,” says Lunde.
gage. Here we have a lifetime of financial performance
Finding Our Path continued on page 20
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Finding Our Path continued from page 19

“So, it is very difficult to sell our product to the planning
community for people who don’t have any debt on their
homes. There is a pride of home ownership that people don’t
want to encumber once they’ve paid off the mortgage.”
“It’s hard to sell a loan unless you can show it’s smart
to take it out,” Jim Mahoney observes. “What you’re doing
is creating liquidity out of your home equity without the
threat of a margin call or losing a line of credit. It’s so
maddening to those of us in the industry that we have to
continually show it’s safe. That’s where education about the
product is needed.”
Jason McNamara feels that past crises can be used as
education opportunities today. “Yes, the volume of loans
went way down when home prices crashed. But those
homeowners who had already taken out HECMs were
protected in terms of home value and had their cash or line
of credit in a government-insured, non-recourse, non-mandatory repayment vehicle. We should be marketing our
product as a protection and hedge against the next unforeseen housing or liquidity crisis. During the crash, reverse
mortgages did much better than HELOCs. A number

“There is a single-threat risk by being dependent on the
HECM program. We need to pivot and develop an approach
not solely dependent on government. We need to establish
a private market solution for both lending and nonlending services to finance aging in place without FHA
and Ginnie Mae. Otherwise, we’re going to die a death by
a thousand cuts.”
There has long been talk about how proprietary home
equity products that do not depend on FHA and Ginnie
Mae might offer more attractive terms and higher loan
limits, but so far, they have not transformed or substantially expanded the industry.
“We do have a proprietary jumbo product,” notes
Jahangiri. “It serves the needs of a particular segment
with high home values, but I don’t see it replacing
the HECM.”
“From an industry sustainability perspective, it’s hard
to get comfortable with all your eggs in one basket so, longterm, there should be proprietary and privately underwritten products,” says Lunde. “It’s hard to compete with
the FHA structure, but that was probably truer ten years
ago than now. A private market might be
“The headwinds are switching back to tailwinds. Home more flexible in dealing with changing cirvalues are on the rise, interest rates are still attractive, cumstances. But consumers have to have
confidence, so I wouldn’t advocate for no
there are more Baby Boomers aging in place and we’re government regulation in this space. Our
entering a period of foreseeable stability for the product.” task will be to make this a less burdensome
process while still inspiring confidence.
of seniors had to move out of their homes to pay off
That’s going to take a lot of bravery, but over time, I think
HELOCs; it was a disaster. A HECM is a much safer and
there will be a lot of money being spent figuring it out.”
better retirement product than a HELOC. We have to get
the government and regulators and media to realize it, and
Growing the Pond
that’s how we should aim our marketing.”
“If we grow the pond, we’ll all get our share,” Mahoney
“We see a lot of cases day-to-day where home equity
asserts. “We’ve got to get that mentality back.”
use has made a big difference in people’s lives,” says
“Now growth is happening,” says McNamara. “The
Jahangiri. “The problem is not with the product. Consumer
headwinds are switching back to tailwinds. Home values
adoption is the key and there is a rising tide of acceptance
are on the rise, interest rates are still attractive, there are
and use.”
more Baby Boomers aging in place and we’re entering a
period of foreseeable stability for the product. We’re seeing
Proprietary Products?
about a ten to 15 percent increase month-to-month over
“I would argue that no industry should rely on a
last year, and that is consistent with what the industry is
single product, and one that we don’t control,” McNamara
seeing overall. I am optimistic going forward that unless a
says. “That is one of the remaining headwinds. We have to
significant (negative) event occurs, we should see sustained
figure out how to expand our industry, and that’s what
growth because the industry is past a lot of its issues.”
we’re going to look at.”
“HECMs are here to stay and grow,” Jahangiri con“I don’t know that we have much choice,” offers Hild.
cludes. RM
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Spotting Elder Abuse
A Guide to Action

By NRMLA and National Aging in Place Council

AS PART OF WORLD ELDER ABUSE AWARENESS DAY (WEAAD),
NRMLA and the National Aging in Place Council
launched new consumer webpages to help older adults,
and their loved ones, recognize the signs of elder
abuse and report instances of financial fraud
and exploitation to the appropriate authorities.
Through their combined audiences of more
than 36,000 monthly website visitors, the organizations hope to provide more seniors with the tools
to protect themselves from scams and abuse.

What is Elder Financial Exploitation?
Elder financial abuse, also known as financial exploitation, is the illegal
or unauthorized use of an older adult’s funds or resources for the benefit of
someone other than the older adult. This includes fraud, theft, and acts of
deception to gain control over a senior’s money or property.

Know the Signs:
Some of the indicators of financial exploitation listed below can be
explained by other causes or factors and no single indicator can be taken as
conclusive proof. Rather, one should look for patterns or clusters of indicators that suggest a problem.
• Unpaid bills, eviction notices, or notices to discontinue utilities
• Withdrawals from bank accounts or transfers between accounts that
the older person cannot explain
• Bank statements and canceled checks no longer come to the elder’s home
• New “best friends”
• Legal documents, such as powers of attorney, which the older person
didn’t understand at the time he or she signed them
• Unusual activity in the older person’s bank accounts including large,
unexplained withdrawals, frequent transfers between accounts, or
ATM withdrawals
• The care of the elder is not commensurate with the size of his/her estate
• A caregiver expresses excessive interest in the amount of money being
spent on the older person
• Belongings or property are missing
• Suspicious signatures on checks or other documents
• Absence of documentation about financial arrangements
• Implausible explanations given about the elderly person’s finances by
the elder or the caregiver
• The elder is unaware of, or does not understand, financial arrangements
that have been made for him or her RM
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Common Types of
Senior Financial Abuse
Telemarketing and Internet Fraud
Targeting victims through the mail, phone,
or email—characterized by aggressive
tactics along with the use of false promises of cash prizes, goods, or services
in exchange for paying fees or making
purchases.
Identity Theft and Credit Card Fraud
Gaining access to a senior’s personal
information to take money and property.
Includes tax ID theft where a scammer
uses a senior’s Social Security number to
file a tax return and steal the refund, or
impersonates the IRS and tells the senior
that the IRS is owed money.
Grandparent Scam
Pretending to be a grandchild in trouble
in order to convince the senior to wire
money or send prepaid debit cards.
Sweepstakes and Lottery Scams
A widely practiced form of telemarketing
fraud, scammers tell seniors that they
have won a lottery or sweepstakes. The
catch is, the senior must make a small
payment or pay a fee to receive the
alleged prize. Seniors may also receive a
fake check back from the scammer, which
will “bounce” after it gets deposited.
Investment Schemes & Fraud
Unscrupulous professional investors try to
sell inappropriate, unethical, or confusing
investment products to seniors, or from
con artists claiming to be the “Nigerian
prince” or some other wealthy foreigner
who asks for your bank account number
to transfer millions of dollars into your
banking account.
Healthcare Scams
Getting information about a senior’s
medical accounts —like Medicare and
Medicaid—in order to make fraudulent
claims and take advantage of these
taxpayer programs.
(This information is adapted from the Women’s
Institute for a Secure Retirement and the
National Adult Protective Services Association.)

If you or someone you know is a victim of fraud, abuse, or exploitation report it.
If the situation is serious, threatening, or dangerous, call 911 or the local police for immediate help.

National Center on Elder Abuse
800-677-1116
State by State directory of reporting numbers, government agencies, state laws, state-specific data and statistics,
and other resources
https://ncea.acl.gov/resources/state.html
FTC Complaint Assistant
https://www.ftccomplaintassistant.gov/#&panel1-1
Consumer Fraud and Identity Theft
Contact the Federal Trade Commission at 1-877-FTC-HELP, 1-877-ID-THEFT, or online at www.ftc.gov.
US Senate Special Committee on Aging
To report scams, receive information on how to avoid/recover from scams or get referrals for other agencies,
including the Better Business Bureau, you can contact the Committee’s toll-free Fraud Hotline at 1-855-303-9470.
General Fraud and Other Criminal Matters
Contact the FBI at (202) 324-3000, or online at www.fbi.gov or https://tips.fbi.gov.
Health Care Fraud, Medicare/Medicaid Fraud, and Related Matters
Contact the Department of Health and Human Services, Office of the Inspector General at 1-800-HHS-TIPS, or
online at www.oig.hhs.gov.
Internet Fraud and Lottery/Sweepstakes Fraud by Internet
Contact the Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3) online at www.ic3.gov.
Mail Fraud and Lottery/Sweepstakes Fraud
Contact the U.S. Postal Inspection Service at 1-800-372-8347, or online at https://postalinspectors.uspis.gov.
Securities Fraud
Contact the Securities and Exchange Commission at 1-800-SEC-0330, by email at enforcement@sec.gov
(link sends e-mail), or online at www.sec.gov.

What if you just have a “feeling” about a situation but can’t verify the details?
Adult Protective Services workers are professional social workers trained to handle just such a
situation. Based on your report, the agency will assess the situation and determine how best to
respond. Since laws and regulations vary widely across the United States, only your local APS agency
can determine the best course of action in any given situation.
Contact APS in your state.

Visit www.ageinplace.org and www.nrmlasonline.org for more resources
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Modesty and Mortgages
Fairway Mortgage’s culture of humility

By Jessica Hoefer

IN AN AMERICAN BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT WHERE

companies use social media to brag and be in your face,
can you build a business on modesty? In a reverse mortgage industry in which all companies sell the same basic
product can you find success by maintaining humility?
Fairway Independent Mortgage Corporation has. Celebrating its 20th anniversary in April 2016, the company
now has more than 400 locations, nearly 5,200 employees
and is licensed in all 50 states. Fairway’s steady growth
can be attributed to what its National Reverse Mortgage
Director Harlan Accola calls a focus on humility and
constantly worrying about how every action or decision
affects “the street.” Despite its culture of modesty, we can
brag about them: Fairway is the Number 1 Best Mortgage Company to work for, according to a survey of loan
officers conducted by Mortgage Executive Magazine and
ranked as one of America’s Top Mortgage Employers by
National Mortgage Professional magazine.
Established in 1996 by Founder and CEO Steve Jacobson,
and named by a childhood best friend, colleague and forever member of the Fairway
family, Randy Cross, Fairway
Independent Mortgage Corporation is a mortgage lender
headquartered in Madison, WI
and Carrollton, TX, and has a
variety of loan options for borrowers to choose from, whether they are looking to buy,
build or refinance their home.
Steve Jacobson
Accola—a registered financial
consultant, certified senior advisor, senior mortgage planner
and one of 154 Certified Reverse Mortgage Professionals
nationally whose specialty is educating on the advantages
of reverse mortgages—describes Fairway as a distinctively
family-oriented team in that, branch teams and clients are
all treated as if they are part of the Fairway family, it’s part
of what makes the culture so special.
At first blush, Fairway appears to be like any other
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mortgage lending company, but its unique culture and
philosophy sets them apart from other businesses. The
unpretentious corporate culture is an amalgamation of
Jacobson’s business experiences, family values and his faith.
Fairway’s humility is ingrained in the culture from the
CEO to the employees. “Steve always tells us that pride
goes before a fall. And the less humility someone has, the
harder it is to learn anything,” relays Accola.
According to Accola, most
people in the organization
have either read or heard
of Patrick Lencioni’s book
The Ideal Team Player which
centers on the advantages of
humility. Members of the
Fairway team are quick to say
that they are not about any
one person. Any success is
Harlan Accola
attributed to the many great
loan officers, top-notch management and support teams
and its administration. “It’s pure teamwork on any project,”
says Accola. “No individual person does their own thing
without acknowledging the team.”
Some may find Fairway’s philosophy unorthodox. But
“it’s just good business,” says Accola. Fairway trains staff
to industriously work to simplify the mortgage lending
process saving borrowers both time and money while
exemplifying their core values – fostering growth and
knowledge, prompt response, seeking wise counsel, maintaining respect, listening and staying balanced, and a
commitment to serve.
While Fairway generally focuses on forward mortgages,
Jacobson and other executives felt that if they were going

to do reverse mortgages then they were going to do them
right. Two years ago, Accola and his operations team of
about 25 were brought in from the Top Flite and Envoy
mortgage companies to educate and train Fairway’s branches
and loan officers on reverse mortgages.
Accola has spent the past two years training a sales
force and building a reverse mortgage brand with Fairway,
while conducting three-day training sessions for over 400
employees – including some of the Fairway executives. “We
want the reverse mortgage training permeated throughout
the entire organization,” says Accola. And, indeed, entire
teams are involved from the top down. Jacobson is known
to get involved with individual loans and clients on the
branch support line, while Accola calls clients to allay
fears, fix problems or simply answer questions.
Additionally, the training sessions emphasize the core
values—which, like everything at Fairway, were created
via teamwork by the company’s executives—and how they
relate to working with reverse mortgages and seniors.
• Humility – never brag to seniors, they will recognize
us for who we are
• Foster growth and knowledge – understand senior
issues; Medicare, Medicaid, health issues, wills, trusts
and so on
• Respect – listen, seniors have important stories to tell
• Committed to serve – these aren’t just clients, they are
people who need help
• Seek wise counsel – financial planners, realtors,
attorneys, caregivers and so on.
Fairway also feels duty-bound to share its knowledge,
not only with employees but with clients. “This company
is about a lot more than forward or reverse mortgages, it’s
also about rallying for the boomers,” says Accola. “There is
a crisis in this country and we’ve got to get the story out
now, retirement must change! My purpose in the financial
advising business is to enrich people’s lives by changing
their paradigm of traditional financial ideas and methods to
a better understanding of how money really works and how
it can affect our lives for the better if we control money as
compared to letting money control us.”
This is an ideology upheld by Fairway’s loan officers
who instinctively serve as ambassadors using their own

reputations, as well as the company’s, to talk about reverse
mortgages in a sort of grassroots schooling, so that thousands more can and will be educated on this financial product. “It’s not about the loans we do; it is about the hearts we
change and the people we help,” says Jacobson.
Jacobson considers the entire Fairway team his extended
family, and in 2016 the company became an ESOP (employee
stock ownership plan), or employee-owned. For long-standing
employees, this is a windfall. Len Krupinski, Fairway’s chief
operating officer said, “research shows that corporations that
are employee-owned are often more successful over the long
term and are able to grow more rapidly as a result.” The
company will continue to grow internally, but without the
threat of being bought out by a larger company. “The morale
at Fairway is incredible,” says Accola, “everyone is so excited
to be a part of something they have a stake in.”
Because Fairway has been very fortunate in business
they wanted to give back. So, in 2012 boot camps for what
they now call the American Warrior Initiative (AWI)—a
nonprofit started by Fairway—began as a way to give back
to disabled military service members. AWI’s mission is to
find the need of local disabled veterans and fill it, whether
that need be service dogs, home repairs, business or family
grants or vehicles. “While not required, most of the Fairway
family participates in the program, which educates realtors
and loan officers across the country. Over 20,000 real estate
agents have come to these events,” reports Accola.
“Fairway covers all of the overhead of AWI so that 100
percent of donated funds goes directly to veterans, active
duty military, and as of last year, law enforcement officers,
fire fighters, first responders or their families,” says Louise
Thaxton, director of the American Warrior Initiative.
FairwayCares, under the Fairway Foundation, is another
Fairway nonprofit organization that sends care packages to
those with serious illnesses and in some cases assists with
financial support, as well as grants wishes/dreams under
its “Make It Happen” program. “This program is open to
anyone, not just Fairway employees. Currently, the potential
recipients are identified by Fairway employees, however, to
date, about two-thirds have not been Fairway employees,”
says Liz Steinhaus, president and CEO, FairwayCares.
For the entire Fairway team, modesty and mortgages go
hand-in-hand. It’s about doing what’s best in business for
everyone involved. In a world of noise, Fairway remains a
quiet voice leading and lending by example. RM
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Borrower Briefings
HOPE NOW and ClearPoint provide post-origination financial advice
By Bendix Anderson

PRE-LOAN COUNSELING IS MANDATORY IN THE

Home Equity Conversion Mortgage origination process.
But what about the borrowers who need advice after they
have obtained their loan? Where can they get input on how
best to use their loan proceeds and plan for life’s surprises?
In June, a collaboration between national nonprofits
HOPE NOW and ClearPoint at the One Generation
Seniors Enrichment Center in Reseda, CA, near Los Angeles
advised borrowers on how best to handle their reverse
mortgage and get control of their finances.
“This is about providing holistic care to the seniors,”
says Eric Selk, executive director of HOPE NOW. “We
really give them some white glove treatment.”
The event, Helping Senior Citizens, is designed to
answer whatever questions the seniors have about reverse
mortgages and their broader financial lives. The additional
counseling these seniors receive helps fill a gap in the
reverse mortgage program, according to Selk, which places
no requirements on loan servicers to provide ongoing
education and outreach to reverse mortgage customers.
HOPE NOW and ClearPoint are well-suited to provide this advice. HOPE NOW was created by mortgage
servicers after the financial crisis at the suggestion of
former Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson. It’s initial
focus was helping to prevent foreclosures. Since then,
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HOPE NOW has helped more than 130,000 families and
partnered with more than 1,700 local organizations and
elected officials.
ClearPoint is a national counseling agency focused on
helping individuals and families take control of their finances.
ClearPoint helped reverse mortgage clients resolve delinquency
issues and stabilize their household finances at more than
4,500 sessions in 2016 alone.
A one-year grant is paying for the Helping Senior Citizens program, which will include five events this year, each
in a different part of Los Angeles. The first two events, in
the Garden Grove and Compton neighborhoods, had a total
of 148 attendees.

Guidance to handle the changes of life
The vast majority of the seniors who attend (86 percent)
have had a reverse mortgage for more than six years. In many
cases, the rules governing the Home Equity Conversion
Mortgage (HECM) changed since they arranged the loan.
“The rules change with HECM all the time,” says Selk.
Over time, many seniors develop different financial
needs than when they originally arranged their reverse mortgage. “Your motivations change over time,” says Selk. “Some
of these seniors are interested in refinancing. Others might
have thought they would stay in their house, but now it

makes sense to move in with their children.” These seniors
received counseling on how to handle all the challenges that
come with potentially selling their home and moving.
The session’s counselors also helped those in attendance look at their finances over a period of time and
plan for financial stability. “For a fair share of families,
their HECM is the only source of income other than
Social Security,” says Selk.
Los Angeles is an expensive place to live. The income
of these borrowers is often much less than the area median
income of well over $50,000 a year. More than three-quarters (77 percent) of the attendees at HOPE NOW’s Helping Senior Citizens events say they have less than $28,098
in annual income. Another 17 percent earn between
$28,098 and $44,957. Only one-in-twenty (five percent)
earn more than $44,957 a year.
Those relatively low incomes can make the seniors
vulnerable. An unexpected large expense could create
major problems if a senior can no longer keep up with
their insurance payments or property taxes. “If there is a
hailstorm or a tree falls on the house, suddenly they can’t
fulfill their requirements under the HECM,” says Selk.
The program made attendees aware of some programs
available to help seniors in emergency situations. For
example, if homeowners are in danger of losing their
homes to foreclosure they can receive a forgivable loan

from the Reverse Mortgage Assistance Pilot Program from
the California Housing Finance Agency.

Planning for the end of the draw period
Most of the seniors attending the events had proceeds
remaining from their HECM loans, but had not considered what they will do when and if their proceeds are
exhausted. Though these borrowers won’t have to make
any interest payments on the loan, they are responsible for
being current on the property taxes, property insurance and
home maintenance. The Helping Senior Citizens program
addresses the possibility of refinancing if the home has
increased in value. It also highlights local programs that
could provide assistance, reduce utility bills or fund medical
needs. Attendees also received health and wellness tips.
And the counselors offered to provide any estate planning
if needed.
HOPE NOW and ClearPoint chose to hold these events
in California because it’s the largest market in the U.S. for
HECM. “You want to go where there is a concentration of
homeowners with reverse mortgages,” says Selk. “California
has seen a very steep incline in home values. Since the 1970s,
it’s safe to say the house has doubled or tripled in value.”
Due to funding needs, HOPE NOW currently has no immediate plans to expand the program to other cities though
it would seem to be of value throughout the country. RM
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A Day in the Life
Diary of a Conference Junkie
By Jessica Hoefer

TUESDAY, MAY 16
8:00 a.m.: Christina Harmes, 30, C2 Reverse Mortgage assistant manager, found her passion for helping people early on and it exudes her as she arrives at the Hyatt
Regency in Huntington Beach, CA for NRMLA’s Western
Regional conference. A bright-eyed, bubbly, California
blonde from San Diego—donned in a teal dress complementing her eyes—she spent high school summers working
for her father and then joined the family business five years
ago. “I love working with my dad, he’s the greatest mentor
and the reason that I have gained so much traction at such
a young age. I have to keep up.”
Though young, Harmes is wise, self-possessed, meticulous and continuously surpassing the bar set for her as
a young woman in this industry. She’s a big picture girl,
seeing an opportunity to learn, collaborate, network and
recruit in every conference session, and she hasn’t missed a
Western Regional or Annual Meeting since 2015. “These
meetings offer so much buy in and broad understanding.”
Truthfully, this is her chance to geek out on industry content and meeting industry big wigs. “There are so many
industry giants and it’s impressive to rub elbows with the
top people in the field and to learn from them,” she gushes.
After checking in, she says, “I found Darryl Hicks,
NRMLA vice president, communications, to get my CRMP
pin. I received word that I passed right before I left and I
was so excited and honored to wear my pin among a group
that understood its relevance.” Harmes then spoke with
displaying vendors—like Reverse Mortgage Insight’s Jon
McCue who revealed some exciting new software that helps
brokers, like herself, identify key markets to focus on. She
also reviewed the agenda, relishing the upcoming market
overviews. “It’s not just about the sales perspective. It’s about
the driving force behind the product,” muses Harmes.
9:15 a.m.: First up, California-based economist Jordan
Levine provides a general macro-economic update on the
real estate market while focusing on trends in the western
states and the generational trends among boomers and
older homeowners. For Harmes, Levine’s assertions that
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Scott and Christina Harmes, C2’s father-daughter team

seniors are undoubtedly staying in their homes is reassuring, since she’s planned her career around aging in place.
She’s seen first-hand, through family and clients, how
maintaining independence can keep a senior healthy and
active well into their 90s. “It’s assuring to hear that aging
in place is the broad desire even if most people don’t fully
understand its benefits, yet.”

10:15 a.m.: Harmes’ impression of “Understanding
FHA’s Revised HECM Rules” with NRMLA outside
counsel Jim Milano, Weiner, Brodsky, Kider, PC was
there’s so much we don’t know now, due, solely, to the new
administration’s unknown course. Harmes was hoping to
attain government updates on anticipated changes, but
expects things will be clearer when she attends an updated
session at NRMLA’s Annual Meeting in November.
12:15 p.m.: C2’s management team is building an extensive training for their salesforce by partnering with some of
their lenders—also conference attendees. Harmes and the
rest of C2 management attended a private lunch—at the
hotel’s Watertable Restaurant—with management from
partner lenders to discuss next quarter’s training steps.
“Lunch was productive, the cuisine was wonderful and the
atmosphere was even better. I had a tri-tip sandwich that
was delicious,” says Harmes as she jests about her two days
of overindulgence.

1:30 p.m.: Data nerd’s delight. After lunch, a session on
HECM program trends from key HUD staff. In addition
to receiving a CRMP credit for attending the panel, Harmes
found Karin Hill’s direct and succinct interpretation of updated
industry data insightful. “The data dumps are some of my
favorite sessions. I’m such a data nerd,” says Harmes.

Harmes was particularly riveted by Ellen Young’s
description of Aging2.0’s global startup search in which
investors are invited to watch a technology competition
that creates a platform for funding aging technologies. “It
shows that there are people out there building bridges to
make things work. It’s very encouraging.”

3:15 p.m.: The “Technology that Supports Caregiving”
panel with Marty Bell, executive director of National Aging
in Place Council and senior vice president for NRMLA, is
at the core of what Harmes feels is important in her line
of work. As vice president of NAIPCs San Diego chapter,
Harmes advocates the “holistic approach that aging in place
takes” and feels that a loan officer’s job shouldn’t end because
they’ve closed a loan. “A loan officer’s caring and initiative
should extend through a borrowers’ future. In the reverse
mortgage industry, oftentimes, we are setting someone up
in their forever home and it’s important that it be functional.
Aging in Place’s perspective is all about changing the lens to
help clients, and reverse mortgages offer other options for
aging in place,” Harmes passionately states.

4:00 p.m.: The day’s final session, “How to Use Aging
in Place to Build Your Business,” in which NRMLA
members who are also NAIPC chapter members, pushes
past the idea of referrals and focuses on understanding
potential clients and their needs.
Coincidentally Harmes’ father, Scott Harmes, C2 Reverse
Mortgage and San Diego Chapter of NAIPC, is a panelist.
The Harmes father-daughter team take a family-oriented view to their business and Harmes was eager for C2’s
loan officers to hear the presentation. “Loan officers can
and do have an impact on people’s lives,” Harmes says.
“It’s important to see collaborations with others involved
in aging in place and to train loan officers because they’re
in a client’s home extensively. They need a broader underA Day in the Life continued on page 30

“Coming together is a beginning.

Keeping together is progress.

Working together is success.”
– Henry Ford
When you work with us, we promise to deliver:
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Fast closings
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standing of their client’s needs. Being in the home means
that our officers can see those needs. We don’t want them
to have blinders on. Reverse mortgages enable aging in place,
so it should be a loan officer’s responsibility to assist.”

5:00 p.m.: Networking reception. Harmes’ in-depth
knowledge, endearing smile and welcoming nature make
her a commodity at NRMLA’s networking receptions and
she makes it a point to network with as many attendees
and speakers as possible. “I love seeing my NRMLA friends
because I typically only see them two or three times a year,
like Brandy Edwards (RMF) and Jenny Werwa (NRMLA).”
Harmes was particularly excited to see and speak with
Lorraine Geraci, FAR, vice president – Training Division.
Geraci, a reverse mortgage rock star in her own right,
recently released a new book, Living a Rock Star Life—
about finding your own path, never settling for the status
quo and being the best for others in your life—and Harmes
was keen to discuss it with her.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 17
7:30 a.m.: Working breakfast. C2’s salesforce asked Steve
Irwin, executive vice president at NRMLA, to address C2’s
new program, C2 Reverse Mortgage Certification. This was
an opportunity for Harmes to hear directly from C2 loan
officers from varying locations, to discuss any challenges
and collaborate on solutions. Among the questions the C2
colleagues discussed is how solar panels are purchased or
leased and how that affects the ability of a client to get
HECM financing. “Networking opportunities are huge at
NRMLA meetings because whole management teams are
in one place at the same time, and that only happens two
or three times a year,” says Harmes fervently.
9:00 a.m.: Not going to miss a session this morning.
NRMLA In Action: Advocacy, Media and Collaboration.”
For Harmes and other loan officers who are, as she says,
“boots on the ground” battling the widespread misunderstanding of reverse mortgages daily, “knowing that NRMLA
is proactive in promoting better understanding in the media
and that everyone is working together to ensure the growth
of such a wonderful option for seniors is very reassuring.”
9:45 a.m.: In another CRMP credit session, Craig Barnes,
Reverse Mortgage Funding LLC, explained how loan
officers might not fully comprehend rising interest rates and
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margins or pricing loans. Harmes appreciates Barnes’ candor
and straightforward explanations of rate locks and how the
most benefit to the borrower is determined.
During the subsequent networking break, amidst a
discussion with C2 management and the management
team for a C2 lender, “Marty Bell asked for my help.
Another attendee interested in starting a NAIPC chapter
had some chapter-based questions. That was a first for me
in my career and I was incredibly flattered that he thought
to ask me,” she says with youthful exuberance.

11:00 a.m.: At “Helping Families Remain in their
Homes” with presenter Eric Selk, Harmes learned about
the HOPE NOW Alliance, which holds events to help
struggling HECM borrowers. For the ever diligent
Harmes, this is another tool to add to her tool-belt, and
one that she can provide to her borrowers looking for
additional advice.
11:30 a.m.: In “Silver Divorce: Home Equity Strategies for Separating Spouses,” female panelists in the reverse
mortgage industry discuss unique financial challenges that
older divorcing couples face when dividing marital assets
and property and the effect on retirement security. As panelists explain that among couples 50 and older the divorce
rate has doubled since the 1990s, Harmes is proud to hear,
fellow C2 colleague, Renee Konstantine talk about helping
mature single women plan for their future.
After the panel, “I waited to talk with Jenny Werwa,”
NRMLA’s director of public relations. “We celebrated my
new CRMP status and Jenny made the comment, ‘great
minds think alike’ joking about our uncanny ability to
always wear complimentary outfits” – in their coordinating
gray, blue and black short-sleeved side panel dresses, they
swear it’s unintentional.
In a stroke of good fortune, Harmes, along with the rest
of the C2 management team, is approached, at the end of
the meeting, by a lender who has since joined the C2 family.
Certainly a win for C2, but Harmes still intends to follow
up with two brokers, familiar with the intricacies of small
reverse mortgage branches, that she was recruiting, with the
sole intention of convincing them to join C2.
As Harmes reflectively recounts the Western Regional
she is on stimulation overload from a hectic, yet, constructive couple of days, and is impatient to return to work to
review her notes, view presentations and listen to audio
recordings on NRMLAonline.org. RM
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Real Estate Bulldog
IN EVERY MOVIE OR TELEVISION SHOW, WHENEVER
the bad guys – mobsters, terrorists, drug pushers or aliens
– manage to capture a good guy or gal, they always seem
to take them to an abandoned warehouse somewhere in
the city. It’s an almost universal plot device.
“When I watch those shows, I recognize a lot of those
warehouses, along the East River in Greenpoint, Brooklyn,”
declares Suzy Kline. “In fact, I rented out many of them!”

Suzy Kline and her home in Yarmouthport,
obtained with a HECM for Purchase.

But when it came time to
retire, she opted for a nonurban
environment. And a reverse mortgage helped her achieve it.
Though her actions may have
cut down the number of available bad guy
lairs, Suzy became an innovator in the tough and highly
competitive New York real estate market, as well as an inadvertent feminist icon.
In an article in 11211 Magazine in 2004, Shelley Preston
wrote: “Kline has spent a lifetime waging battles in the
name of autonomy. She chose to remain single and pursue
life on her own while many women of her generation felt
uncomfortable setting aside husband and kids to follow
their independence. As the first woman to sell industrial
real estate in Brooklyn and Queens. . . [Kline] has fought
to prove that she can do a man’s job in a man’s world,
while retaining every bit of her femininity. . . She considered Williamsburg and Greenpoint her turf, and pursued
both industrial and residential spaces in the area. It was ‘a
total struggle at first, but I hustled. No one was as aggres-

By Mark Olshaker

sive,’ Kline says with a throaty laugh. ‘I’m just a bulldog.’”
Actually, the word that first comes to mind in describing
Suzy’s life and experience is diverse. Suzy is from Duchess
County, NY, where her father Floyd worked for gas companies and her mother Minnie was a hairdresser and telephone
operator in Poughkeepsie. Part of the time her mother was
working she stayed in the local children’s home. When Suzy
was five, her parents separated and Minnie began travelling around the country. “I went to nine grammar schools
and five high schools,” she says, conceding, “It’s easier to
talk about than it was to live it.” Minnie got her divorce
in Reno, NV, and worked part-time as a shill for Harold’s
Club casino, before moving on. After another marriage and
divorce, Minnie remarried Floyd when Suzy was ten and a
year later, gave birth to a baby boy, Suzy’s only sibling.
Her work experience has been equally varied. When
her parents remarried, they settled down in Las Vegas. The
family picked up stakes again and moved to New Hampshire, where Suzy finished high school but then found she
couldn’t earn a living. A girlfriend suggested she move to
Brooklyn where, in 1962 she found a job as a typist for
the Big Brothers organization. She worked her way up to
liaison between community volunteers and neighborhood
children, and from there to recreation director. The ten
years at Big Brother were emotionally rewarding, but not
very remunerative. So, when one of the big brothers offered
to teach her locksmithing, she took him up on it and ended
up lugging her 60-pound toolkit all over New York City.
She then moved to Dallas where she ran jewelry concessions, including baby bracelets and custom jewelry,
then to Louisiana briefly, and back to New York where she
earned her B.S. in Human Services Administration, while
once again working as a locksmith. Suzy wanted to get back
into nonprofit work, “but Reagan came in and took money
away from the nonprofits.” She worked for the Girl Scouts
then took a job with Brachocki Real Estate.
One of her customers, John Below, was partner in
Kaplon-Below, which sold industrial real estate – then a
male-only profession. She persuaded them to hire her, and
though, “At first, I really didn’t know what I was doing,”
she became highly successful and after eight years, opened
Borrower Chronicles continued on page 32
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her own firm, hiring six employees and specializing in the
Brooklyn neighborhoods she knew best.
Suzy was particularly gratified when she could find
both residential and professional space for artists. “The
owners were grateful when I started renting out abandoned
industrial lofts to artists because the ‘trendies’ always follow
artists.” And she was determined that they not be priced
out of the neighborhoods they were making desirable by
their presence. She became the go-to broker for quotes and
commentary on the loft situation and how popular it had
become for both The New York Times and the Daily News.
Her firm was consistently praised by consumer reviews.
“I was making money, so my accountant told me to buy
a second home.” In 2002, she bought a house at 1 Main
Street in Yarmouthport, about midway out on the cape. “It’s
a wonderful house with three summer rentals on the property,” she says. “I was one of those people who couldn’t get
over 9/11. I was always a country person at heart and used
to come up to the cape as often as possible with my antiques
business partner. We would vacation and buy stuff to resell.”
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After her long and diverse working life in both the nonprofit and market-driven sectors, in 2006, she gave up her
real estate business and moved to the Yarmouth house fulltime. “But I started having problems with my knees and
the master bedroom and bathroom were upstairs. There
was another house around the corner with a master suite
on the ground floor that I liked. I had savings but the banks
had a problem with the fact that I no longer had income
other than Social Security.”
Having shared her real estate savvy with many colleagues
and clients over the years, when it came time to move into
a new house that better met her needs, she turned to one
of those New York colleagues for advice. “I went to Ed
O’Connor and said, “You’ve got to help me. I can’t get a
mortgage. He said, ‘I can do a reverse mortgage for you.’
No one else I had talked to knew you could get a reverse
mortgage for a new purchase.”
Comfortably in the new house now, Suzy plans to sell
the previous house. “I and my knees are so happy here,” she
reports. “And it’s all because I could get a reverse mortgage!” RM

Serving America’s Seniors with Care
Don't miss out on the business advantages of being a CRMP.
Harlan Accola, Fairway Independent Mortgage
Bruce Anderson, Legacy Mortgage
Tim Anderson, Responsible Reverse Mortgage
Mehran Aram, ARAMCO Mortgage
Gary Ardesson, Mojave State Bank
Janine Atamian, Premier Title & Escrow
Craig Barnes, Reverse Mortgage Funding LLC
Clayton Behm, Retirement Funding Solutions
Henrietta, Belcher-Stack, WSFS Bank
Brian Belluomini, Acrobat Mortgage
Fernande Marie Bencze, Alliance Reverse Mortgage
Douglas Bertsch, American Pacific Reverse Mortgage Group
Pamela Boyer, Reverse Mortgage Funding LLC
Judd Brown, PS Financial Services
Christopher Bruser, Retirement Funding Solutions
Randall Buffam, Arrowhead Capital Mortgage
Craig Bryant, Banc of California NA
Kyle Buck, Northwest Reverse Mortgage
Susan Caffine, Reverse Mortgage Funding LLC
Galen Call, American Pacific Reverse Mortgage Group
Tammy Campanella, Reverse Mortgage Funding LLC
Lance Canada, Victorian Finance, LLC
David Carter, Reverse Mortgage Funding LLC
Robert Paul Charles, The Federal Savings Bank
Eric Christensen, HECM Senior Home Financing
James Peter Christopoulos, Silex Financial Group
Lyn Coffin, The Mortgage Network, Inc.
Eric Colburn, Alpha Mortgage
Ellen Connors, Shamrock Financial Corp.
Angella Conrard, iReverse Home Loans
Launi Cooper, Retirement Funding Solutions
Jim Cory, Live Well Financial, Inc.
Jeff Cota, Pure Mortgage
Roberto Crespo, PS Financial Services
David Darling, Premier Home Equity
Randy Davis, Dollar Bank
Jerry Delmato, Retirement Funding Solutions
Phil Dixon, PS Financial Services
George Downey, Harbor Mortgage Solutions
Jacob Droge, Open Mortgage
Rex Avery Duffin, Sun American Mortgage
Brandy Edwards, Reverse Mortgage Funding LLC
Leonard (Pudge) Erskine, Banc of California NA
Mark Anthony Erskine, Banc of California NA
Matthew Evans, Certified Reverse Mortgage
Nancy Everitt, Reverse Mortgage Solutions
Carolyn Fields, Liberty Home Equity Solutions
Richard Fitzpatrick, American Financial Network, Inc.
Jeff Flanery, Cambria Mortgage
Cesar Flores, Reverse Mortgage Funding LLC
Nancy Foster, The Mortgage House, Inc.
Daniel Lane Fullmer, Affinity Mortgage

Marshall Clayton Gallop, Reverse Mortgage Funding LLC
Greg Gianoplus, Alpha Mortgage Corp.
Jaime Girard, Reverse Mortgage Funding LLC
Dave Gomer, Senior Funding Associates
Phil Goss, Senior Funding Associates
Jill Gromm, Alliance Reverse Mortgage
Michael Gruley, 1st Nations Reverse Mortgage
David Guelff, American Capital Corporation
Tony Guillen, Liberty Home Equity Solutions
Larry Hanover, Millennium Mortgage Services
Christina Harmes, C2 Financial Corporation
Scott Harmes, C2 Financial Corporation
Jane Harrington, M&T Bank
Susan Haviland, TowneBank Mortgage
David Heilman, Reverse Mortgage USA
Melinda Hipp, Open Mortgage
Robert Hogg, Fairway Independent Mortgage
Dan Hultquist, ReverseVision
Robert Charles Jayne, InterContinental Capital Group
Dean Jones, Senior Funding Associates
Karen Keating, Tradition Title
J. Burgess Kegan, Retirement Funding Solutions
Kurt Kessler, TheReverseMortgageCompany.com
James King, McGowin-King Mortgage LLC
Brett Kirkpatrick, Harbor Mortgage Solutions
Mace Kochenderfer, New Mexico Reverse Mortgage
Rebecca Koontz, Frost Mortgage Banking Group
Kent Kopen, United American Mortgage Corporation
Pat Kubert, Liberty Home Equity Solutions
John Paul Leer, KleinBank
Shane Lester, Reverse Mortgages of Arkansas
David Levitt, 1st Reverse Mortgage USA
Laurie Libby, Liberty Home Equity Solutions
Tim Linger, HECM Senior Home Financing
Jamie Longe, Liberty Home Equity Solutions
Robin Loomis, NOVA Home Loans
Dennis Loxton, Liberty Home Equity Solutions
Teresa Maines, Homeowners Reverse Mortgage Center
Jon Maiolatesi, Reverse Mortgage USA
Hernando Manzano, The Reverse Mortgage Group
Michael Markoff, Nations Lending Corporation
Mario Martirano, Associated Mortgage Bankers, Inc.
Daniel Matthews, Direct Finance
Barbara McIntyre, Reverse Mortgage Funding LLC
Michel McKnight, American Pacific Reverse Mortgage Group
Joe McParland, Direct Finance
Bruce McPherson, Retirement Funding Solutions
Edward Mendenhall, Norcom
Sue Milligan, CrossCountry Mortgage, LLC
Robert Mills, Greenleaf Financial, LLC
Christopher Mollison, On Q Financial, Inc.
Colleen Moore, Golden Equity Mortgage

Lisa Moriello, Mortgage Master
Bill Nass, Gershman Mortgage
Lisa Nass, Gershman Mortgage
Mary Nelson, V.I.P. Mortgage
Tim Nelson, V.I.P. Mortgage
Greg Newman, Nations Lending Corporation
Vickie Nguyen, CrossCountry Mortgage, Inc.
Edward O’Connor, FirstBank
Anissa Palmatier, Reverse Mortgage Funding LLC
Alina Passarelli, HomeBridge Financial Services
Beth Paterson, Greenleaf Financial, LLC
Nina Penny, Arizona Wholesale Mortgage, Inc.
Susan Perry, Capital Funding
Daniel Porter, Mikana Financial
Karen Rayfield, Retirement Funding Solutions
Loren James Riddick, People’s Home Equity
Eric Rittmeyer, Fidelis Mortgage
Rick Rodriguez, Resolute Bank
Teresa Rose, Senior Security Funding
Paul Scheper, Loangevity Mortgage
Jim Schwegman, Liberty Home Equity Solutions
Ken Seal, Neighborhood Mortgage, LLC
Bruce Simmons, American Liberty Mortgage, Inc.
Richard Simpao, Lineage Lending
Ellen Skaggs, New American Funding
Sean Skaggs, New American Funding
Glen Smart, NOVA Home Loans
Phil Stevenson, PS Financial Services
Rick Sweeney, Open Mortgage
Neil Sweren, Southern Trust Mortgage
Susan Tamashiro, Platinum Financial, LLC
Malcolm Tennant, Access Reverse Mortgage Corp.
Pamela Tennant, Access Reverse Mortgage Corp.
Peter Tentler, Liberty Home Equity Solutions
David Tourtillott, Homestead Mortgage, LLC
Parker Turk, Sun American Mortgage
Christina Uva, Reverse Mortgage Funding LLC
Alain Valles, Direct Finance
George Vrban, PS Financial Services
Minh Vu, Golden Equity Mortgage
Bonnie Wallace, HighTechLending, Inc.
Lynn Wertzler, Greenleaf Financial, LLC
Peggy Whalen, Direct Finance
Patricia Whitlock, FirstBank
Ken Wieland, People's Home Equity
Cory Williams, Springwater Capital
Rick Williams, Banc of California NA
Patty Wills, Open Mortgage
Todd Woodcock, Responsible Reverse Mortgage
Rob Wyatt, Reverse Mortgage Advisors
Jay Zayer, ARAMCO Mortgage
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Longbridge Financial Receives Ginnie Mae Approval
Longbridge Financial, LLC, based in Mahwah, NJ, received its Ginnie Mae
approval to issue HECM-mortgage backed securities (HMBS). Chris Mayer,
CEO of Longbridge and member of NRMLA’s Board of Directors, said, “The
Ginnie Mae approval is an important milestone in our company’s growth. We
are very pleased to have passed Ginnie Mae’s rigorous evaluation process and are
excited to offer qualified Americans the opportunity to responsibly use home
equity to have a better retirement.” Longbridge is the 14th active approved
Ginnie Mae HECM-mortgage backed securities (HMBS) issuer. Longbridge is
proud to work with its partners and investors Home Point Capital and Ellington Financial LLC to provide seniors the benefits of increased competition and
liquidity in the HMBS market.

Resolute Bank Launches ReverseWorks™
Resolute Reverse, a division of Resolute Bank based in Maumee, OH,
recently launched a new proprietary software called ReverseWorks™ that creates
streamlined communication during the processing, underwriting and closing
stages of the loan. “Being an innovator and providing our team with the most

advanced tools for success is imperative in any industry. We are building
our business around technology, workflow management and processing
systems, to increase sales and shorten the overall time to close loans,” stated
Alek Ohlhausen, reverse mortgage production manager.

TMBA Honors Scott Norman With Distinguished
Service Award
The Texas Mortgage Bankers Association honored W. Scott Norman of
Finance of America Reverse with the 2017 Larry E. Temple Distinguished
Service Award as the TMBA celebrated its 100th anniversary in San Antonio.
Each year since 1953, the TMBA has recognized an individual who provides
extraordinary leadership to the association and the mortgage banking industry.
Scott Norman is the vice president of field retail for FAR and he oversees
the company’s government and industry relations. A past-president of the
Texas MBA, Austin MBA and the Texas Association of Reverse Mortgage
Lenders, Mr. Norman spearheaded the adoption of four separate successful
amendments to the Texas Constitution to bring Reverse Mortgages to the
Lone Star state.

Profiles of NRMLA Member Companies
American Advisors Group (AAG)

Fidelity Homestead Associates, LLC

American Advisors Group (AAG)
is the nation’s leader in reverse mortgage lending, licensed in 49 states. The
company, founded in 2004 by CEO
Reza Jahangiri, is headquartered in Orange, CA. We are dedicated to helping
American homeowners leverage their home equity as an asset to help fund
retirement.
AAG is accredited by the Better Business Bureau, has a 97 percent customer
satisfaction rating and is a proud member of the National Reverse Mortgage
Lenders Association (NRMLA). Jahangiri serves as the association’s co-chairman
and co-chairs NRMLA’s Policy Committee.

Fidelity Homestead Associates, LLC is a National
Contractor Management Group that specializes in
home repair and restoration for the mortgage industry, with a particular focus on FHA reverse mortgage
pre-closing inspections and repairs. We are an accredited
business with the Better Business Bureau, and maintain an A+ rating. We are
also a member of the National Reverse Mortgage Lenders Association, and can
be found in the vendor directory on the NRMLA website. We are committed
to providing a turnkey service with fast results, regardless of the location of the
home or the size of the project.

Fraser Tod, ftod@aag.com • 866-964-1109
Please visit AAG.com/Wholesale

To learn more about Fidelity Homestead Associates,
please visit www.fhawork.com. Please feel free to contact us at
Info@fhawork.com or call 844-FHA-WORK.

Celink

Finance of America Reverse LLC

People – We are a team of committed and ethical
reverse mortgage servicing professionals and subject matter experts.
Platform – ReverseServ™ is Celink’s proprietary reverse mortgage
servicing platform.
Process – Celink manages thousands of line of credit requests, files
hundreds of claims to HUD, and may process between two to 5,000 monthly
prepayments, foreclosures, due & payables, and T&I defaults.
Partners – Celink has long-term and mutually profitable relationships with
very reputable names in the reverse mortgage industry.
Passion – Celink is dedicated to its clients, their borrowers, and the reverse
mortgage industry-at-large.

Contact: Katie Rizzo, Director of Client Relations
517.703.1857 • www.celink.com
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FAR is the nation’s #1 Wholesale Reverse
Mortgage Lender and one of the largest issuers of
GNMA securities. FAR’s commitment to customer
service is more than “just business.” We strive to
foster a personal rapport as our staff treats you and
your customers as one of the family.
From our exclusive HomeSafe® jumbo to HECM products, you’ll
receive the tools and exceptional service to help you grow your business.
Join the FAR family where you can expect best-in-class training, competitive pricing and a variety of lending platforms.

Jonathan Scarpati, VP
516-445-9465 • jscarpati@fareverse.com • www.farwholesale.com

HighTechLending
HighTechLending, dba
AmericanSenior, is a FHA, Full
Eagle Mortgage Bank, holding
GNMA and FNMA approvals
and specializing in retail, reverse and wholesale platforms. Based in Irvine,
CA, we have over 50 branches and licensed in states nationwide. As the Top
Ten Lender nationwide including #2 in California, HighTechLending, Inc.
was founded by Don Currie and Erika Macias-White in 2007 and celebrates
its’ ten years this year of exceptional service with A+ rating with the Better
Business Bureau. With over 35 years in the mortgage industry, Don Currie’s
vision is continuing to expand its national reverse footprint with confidence
and integrity and always maintaining the perfect branch platform thanks to
its exceptional staff, efficient operations and commitment to seniors.

National Field
Representatives

Member
Profiles

Reverse Mortgage Field Services
Dealing with reverse mortgages is complex. NFR is
your source for information, expertise and guidance
when it comes to mortgage field services. For over
15 years, Reverse Mortgage Servicing executives
have relied on NFR to deliver field services with integrity and professionalism. We have earned the reputation as a trusted partner meeting the
real-world challenges facing reverse mortgage servicers. Our team members
know family members may not fully understand a reverse mortgage and our
coordinators are trained to deal with each situation gently and with compassion. NFR understands the importance of protecting your professional
reputation.

http://hightechlending.net/reverse-wholesale-heros/
Contact us: 888-369-1573

Contact: Margie Schagen, mschagen@nfroline.com
Tel: 800-639-2151 x2220 • www.NFROnline.com

HomeBridge Financial Services

PRC

HomeBridge Financial Services, Inc. is one of
the largest privately held, non-bank lenders in the
United States. In the last 27 years, HomeBridge
has grown to include more than 1,500 associates
in nearly 100 retail branches across the country.
We have over 300 Mortgage Loan Originators who are ready for you to serve
their clients’ reverse mortgage needs! HomeBridge holds FNMA, GNMA,
FHLMC, FHA and VA approvals and funded more than $7 billion in home
loans through Q3 of 2016. We’re also known for our Customer Commitment, as we concentrate on delivering a positive experience instead of merely
completing a transaction.

Premier Reverse Closings (PRC) is
a national, full-service, reverse mortgage
title and settlement company that has
closed more than 175,000 reverse mortgage transactions. PRC is experienced in
all facets of the reverse business; ranging from teaching CRMP courses to
closing and notary initiatives. PRC is a well-respected industry partner committed to our clients, our industry and senior borrowers.

Ken Sawan-Director Reverse Mortgage
Cell: 330-515-0413 • Email: ksawan@homebridge.com
Web site: www.homebridge.com/kensawan

Reverse Mortgage Funding LLC (RMF) is an
independent, reverse-only company. We don’t have
competing corporate priorities or distracting lines of
business. Everything we do is focused on making reverse mortgages better, in a proactive and nimble way that benefits everyone.
Known for product innovation, exceptional service and unparalleled secondary market expertise, RMF delivers a wide array of products and superior
pricing. Whether you are new to reverse or a seasoned originator, RMF has
a variety of platforms that help our partners succeed. Partner with us today,
and together we’ll create opportunities for a brighter future.

Liberty Home Equity Solutions
For over a decade, Liberty Home Equity Solutions,
Inc. (Liberty) has been committed to helping seniors
gain financial independence and security through
Home Equity Conversion Mortgage (HECM) loans.
Based in Sacramento, CA, Liberty is one of the nation’s largest and most
experienced lenders, focusing exclusively on providing HECM loans to senior
clients and wholesale business partners. We have helped change the lives of
over 51,500 clients, and have provided education and lending solutions to
over 1,000 business partners across the U.S.

www.libertyhomeequity.com
For career opportunities call 916-589-1853
For wholesale opportunities call 866-871-1353
© 2017 Liberty Home Equity Solutions, Inc.
NMLS # 3313 www.nmlsconsumeraccess.org. For a complete list of licenses, visit
https://libertyhomeequity.com/licensesnmls/.

LRES
LRES is a national provider of property
valuation and REO asset management services
for the real estate, capital market and finance
industries. At LRES, we specialize in helping our clients effectively manage
compliance and financial risks associated with valuation matters. We are the
preeminent valuations provider for the Reverse Mortgage industry and deliver
peerless service as we strive to be your business partner of choice. LRES has
experienced significant growth, regardless of market conditions, thanks to an
experienced staff, advanced technology, solid business planning, efficient
operations, and the support of every client we serve.

Lien Largent, Toll-free: 800-542-4113, llargent@prclosings.com

Reverse Mortgage Funding LLC (RMF)

For wholesale opportunities:
Call 877-820.5314 or visit partners.reversefunding.com
For career opportunities: Email careers@reversefunding.com

Reverse Vision
ReverseVision is the leading
software and technology provider
for the reverse mortgage industry,
offering products and services focused exclusively on HECMs and related
reverse mortgage programs. With nearly 10,000 active users, ReverseVision
technology supports more reverse mortgage transactions than all other systems combined. The company’s comprehensive product suite includes sales
and education tools and a dedicated professional services team. ReverseVision
partners with some of the finest and fastest-growing banks, credit unions and
lending organizations in the United States to provide its reverse mortgage
technology to brokers, correspondents, lenders and investors.

www.reversevision.com • 858-433-4970 • connect@reversevisioncom

Aaron Roaf, 714-872-5862, aroaf@lres.com • www.lres.com
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Numbers

HECM Endorsement Portfolio Snapshot
30 Years of HECM Volume
Volume
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The Training You Need to Succeed.
Powered by ReverseVision

RV University (RVU) is perfect for banks, forward
originators, brokers, and new hires at existing
reverse mortgage firms looking for quality
reverse mortgage education and training.
Whether you wish to originate reverse
mortgages, or wish to manage loan originators
that sell the HECM products, this program will
accelerate the process and ensure you hit the
ground running.

LIVE 3-DAY TRAINING
•
•

•

Day 1: Multiple training modules around loan
structure, regulatory guidelines, and more to
establish a foundation.
Day 2: Hands-on practical application using live
technology to best originate reverse mortgages.
Topics include scenarios, proposals, applications
and more.
Day 3: Focuses on loan sales process. Learn
compliant methods for describing loan product
to clients, discover methods to apply the loan
to a range of borrowers and cultivate referral
sources.

HURRY! SPACE IS LIMITED!
San Diego 3-day training class 2017 schedule:

July 11, 12 & 13
August 15, 16 & 17
September 18, 19 & 20
October 17, 18 & 19
Reserve your seat online today for the
best independent reverse mortgage
and software education class.

Visit RVU Today for More Information.

Live and online education and training for the mortgage professional.

rvu.reversevision.com

CONNECTING THE REVERSE MORTGAGE INDUSTRY SINCE 2007.

Reverse Loans | One Platform | All Connected
rvu.reversevision.com
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